
Pomona Prefect 
Pomona Prefect is a small, fast charter boat for hire 
for fishing and workboat charter for research and 
commercial and sports activities in Orkney. Built for 
the environment Agency as a patrol and sampling 
boat and converted to a hand scallop diving fishing 
boat, we can ferry people and their kit to wherever 
they want to go on the waters around Orkney.  
 

 
Outdoors/Adventure – An affordable, exciting Boat hire for charter, bird watching and water taxi. 
Can be used for fishing, scuba diving, snorkelling, sea research diving, and small parties catered for. 
 
Sustainable – Pomona Prefect Ltd, run Sea search activities, scuba and snorkel activities related to 
educational and environmental surveys - contributing to marine conservation. We dive 
wrecks, monitor and report seagrass, a recognised part of Scotland’s Blue Plan for sustainable Seas 
around the country and a carbon sink. We are part of the Open Seas project and are contributing to 
efforts to introduce more marine protected areas. We help Conservation Scotland in their surveys of 
their reserves. 
 
Wellness – We take guests on fishing trips for wellness and meditative purposes.  
 
Creative - We are open to creative activities such as photography, bird watching, Scuba diving, 
Seafaris or other engagement with the natural marine environment and can provide fishing rods. 

Group sizes catered for 
MECAL MCA coded for parties of 5 people 
plus skipper 
 
Cancellation policy  
Available on request 
 
 

Parking available 
Cars 
Minibus 
Small Coach 
 
Commissions or group discount rate  
We can offer negotiated rates on group 
bookings. 

Booking conditions  
Carriage and bookings are subject to terms and conditions at time of booking as any other maritime 
activity on a registered and coded vessel and is at the discretion of the skipper. We offer discounted 
rates for advance bookings over three months. Block bookings taken for lager parties with groups 
split into multiple trips throughout the day. 
 
Nicandro Porcelli 
pomonaprefect@gmail.com  
 
Pomona Prefect 
Whitehall 
Stronsay 
Orkney 
KW17 2AE 
 
07707 306787 
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https://pomonaprefect.com/ 
https://www.orkney.com/listings/pomona-prefect  
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